Helen M. Plum Memorial Public Library District

New Library Building Proposal
September 11, 2017
Images are conceptual and preliminary to refinement, review, and approval by various parties, and thus subject to modification. Concepts require further
development in support of a specific cost estimate. Design specifics may need adjustment to meet budget constraints. Images do show general design intent
and overall massing, material preferences, and glazing intent.
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Henderson Plaza
Library Entry
Roof of Upper Adult Services
Plaza Deck
Upper Level of Staff Zone
Drive-Thru Services
Delivery Zone
Coach House
New Coach House Entry Plaza

Existing Plaza to remain
Entry off Maple, close to HC parking and Parking across Park
Views to Maple, Henderson Plaza, Plaza Deck and Lilacia Park, beyond
Work Areas moved to far end of building
Drop-off & Pick Up under canopy
Access to Lilacia Coach House and Library Receiving Areas
Space at Entry expanded, seating area created, and access to Plaza Deck improved. Ramp into Park maintained
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EXISTING AND PROPOSED ELEVATIONS
Plan Mark










Elevation
Top of Plaza Deck
Top of Plaza Deck Edge – Planter
Top of Plaza Deck Edge – Typical
Top of Skylight Curb
Top of Cooling Tower Wall
Top of Elevator
Top of 2nd Floor Roof-Highpoint
Top of 2nd Floor Roof-Highpoint

Existing
718.86 to 719.23
722.56
720.17
722.56
726.25
733.36
736.84
Does not exist
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Proposed
719.23
722.56
720.17
722.56
Not used
Internal
738.09
736.59

Note
Notes (Elevations based on 12/19/2016 Survey and 4/29/1977 Building Drawings)

This increases the visual connectivity south across the Plaza Deck to Maple
This increases the visual connectivity south across the Plaza Deck to Maple
Zoning maximum of 30’
1.5’ below zoning maximum of 30’
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VIEW ACROSS MAPLE
The entrance to the Library is shifted to the far east corner, convenient to accessible parking along Maple, the crossing at Park and the Library parking spaces.
The entrance is part of an entry façade that faces west and announces the Library’s location, including to those using the Metra station. Henderson Plaza
remains untouched.
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LIBRARY ENTRY
The entrance to the Library is shifted to the far east corner, convenient to accessible parking along Maple, the crossing at Park and the Library parking spaces.
The entrance is part of an entry façade that faces west and announces the Library’s location, including to those using the Metra station. Henderson Plaza
remains untouched.
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VIEW FROM PARK AT MAPLE
The entrance to the Library is shifted to the far east corner, convenient to accessible parking along Maple, the crossing at Park and the Library parking spaces.
The entrance is part of an entry façade that faces west and announces the Library’s location, including to those using the Metra station. Henderson Plaza
remains untouched.
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VIEW FROM NORTHEAST IN LILACIA PARK
The approach from the north east in Lilacia Park is essentially the same: the Library is rebuilt to the same Plaza Deck height with the same rounded corners
facing into the Park. The existing path along the north side of the Library is maintained. The grade between the path and the new Library is aligned with the
slope of the path. Plantings are included in the project to screen the view of the building from the Park.
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VIEW FROM THE COACH HOUSE STAIR
The approach from the northeast in Lilacia Park is essentially the same: The view from the base of the stair at the Coach House maintains the view to the steeple
of Maple Street Chapel; the Library is rebuilt to the same Plaza Deck height with the same rounded corners facing into the Park. The existing path along the
north side of the Library is maintained. The grade between the path and the new Library is aligned with the slope of the path. Nearing the low portion of the
path, this allows opportunities to introduce windows into the new north wall. These windows, along with skylights in the Plaza Deck, bring natural light into the
north portion of the first floor. Plantings are included in the project to screen the view of the building from the Park.
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VIEW OF COACH HOUSE APPROACH
The approach to the Coach House entrance from Lilacia Park is maintained. The area in front of the Coach House is enlarged. The Library building edge is
developed with stairs and seating risers to frame a small arrival court in front of the Coach House. This “Coach House Entry Plaza” connects north to Lilacia Park,
west to the Park’s Service Court, south to the Plaza Deck and east to the Plaza Deck.
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VIEW OF COACH HOUSE ENTRY PLAZA
The area in front of the Coach House is enlarged. The Library building edge is developed with stairs and seating risers to frame a small arrival court in front of
the Coach House. This “Coach House Entry Plaza” connects north to Lilacia Park, west to the Park’s Service Court, south to the Plaza Deck and east to the Plaza
Deck.
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PLAZA DECK LOOKING WEST
The Plaza Deck is reconstructed at its current elevation with new materials and systems to facilitate maintenance, repair, and future replacement. The paving
panels are tinted to minimize glare, recall brick paving in other areas of the Park and Henderson Plaza. The Library building has extensive window openings to
allow views out onto the Plaza Deck and into Lilacia Park, beyond. The transparency also minimizes the visual impact of the building as seen from the Park: the
open and airy forms are reminiscent of classic park pavilions. Wood structrure and ceilings at the upper levels of the building continue this imagery.
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NORTH EDGE OF PLAZA DECK LOOKING WEST
The Plaza Deck is reconstructed at its current elevation with new materials and systems to facilitate maintenance, repair, and future replacement. The paving
panels are tinted to minimize glare, recall brick paving in other areas of the Park and Henderson Plaza. The Library building has extensive window openings to
allow views out onto the Plaza Deck and into Lilacia Park, beyond. The transparency also minimizes the visual impact of the building as seen from the Park: the
open and airy forms are reminiscent of classic park pavilions. Wood structrure and ceilings at the upper levels of the building continue this imagery.
Skylights admit light into the first floor areas of the new Library building. These are positioned to bring light into the building in areas where exterior windows
are not possible, given the slope of the hill.
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VIEW FROM LAWN – FENCE REMOVED
At the request of the Park District, two options were studied. This is the first of two options, this one showing the removal of a chain link fence separating the
south edge of Lilacia Park from the Library site.
Plantings along the north edge of the new Library building supplement the existing trees and shrubs in the Park and screen the view of the Library from the
central lawn area in Lilacia Park.
An undulating brick screen wall recalls the rounded corners of the north edge of the first floor of the Library. This wall hides recycling and mechanical
equipment.
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VIEW FROM LAWN – FENCE RETAINED
At the request of the Park District, two options were studied. This is the second of two options, this one showing the chain link fence separating the south edge
of Lilacia Park from the Library site remaining in place.
Plantings along the north edge of the new Library building supplement the existing trees and shrubs in the Park and screen the view of the Library from the
central lawn area in Lilacia Park.
An undulating brick screen wall recalls the rounded corners of the north edge of the first floor of the Library. This wall hides recycling and mechanical
equipment.
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VIEW OF DRIVE UP SERVICE COURT
The Drive Up Service Court provides driver side access to book returns and a service window in the west edge of the building. The drives are paved with
permeable paving systems to manage storm water and provide an attractive space for neighbors, Library patrons, and people looking out from Lilacia Park.
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AERIAL VIEW LOOKING SOUTHWEST
While the overall form of the new Library maintains the current relationships with Lilacia Park, the edges of the building are developed to allow better
connectivity to the Plaza Deck from the Park and the Library and to allow considerably more light into the Library.
The connectivity is most noticable at the Coach House Entry Plaza, .
The improved lighting is most noticable at the first floor where skylights along the edge of the second floor, , provide light midway through the building;
skylights toward the north edge admit light into portions of the building nestled into the hillside, , and windows in the north wall, bring in light where the
slope of the parkland slides down toward the Coach House stair, . These are shown in more detail on the following close-up.
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NATURAL LIGHTING AT FIRST FLOOR
While the overall form of the new Library maintains the current relationships with Lilacia Park, the edges of the building are developed to allow considerably
more light into the Library. The improved lighting is most noticable at the first floor where skylights along the edge of the second floor, , provide light midway
through the building; skylights toward the north edge admit light into portions of the building nestled into the hillside, , and windows in the north wall, bring
in light where the slope of the parkland slides down toward the Coach House stair, . This last can be seen in the view from the base of the stair at the Coach
House.
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AERIAL LOOKING NORTHWEST
The entrance to the Library is shifted to the far east corner, convenient to accessible parking along Maple, the crossing at Park and the Library parking spaces.
The entrance is part of an entry façade that faces west and announces the Library’s location, including to those using the Metra station. Henderson Plaza
remains untouched.
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AERIAL LOOKING SOUTHEAST
The Drive Up Service Court  provides driver side access to book retuns and a service window in the west edge of the building. The drives are paved with
permeable paving systems to manage storm water and provide an attractive space for neighbors, Library patrons, and people looking out from Lilacia Park.
Plantings along the north edge of the new Library building  supplement the existing trees and shrubs in the Park and screen the view of the Library from the
central lawn area in Lilacia Park.
An undulating brick screen wall  recalls the rounded corners of the north edge of the first floor of the Library. This wall hides recycling and mechanical
equipment.
Part of the connectivity to the Coach House Entry Plaza is a new stair  linking the Park’s Service Court to the Coach House entry.
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AERIAL LOOKING NORTHEAST
The Drive Up Service Court  provides driver side access to book retuns and a service window in the west edge of the building. The drives are paved with
permeable paving systems to manage storm water and provide an attractive space for neighbors, Library patrons, and people looking out from Lilacia Park. A
generously planted landscape buffer  and fence shelters the adjacent residence from the drive through and receiving areas.
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